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We study the functioning of the market for lawyers, considering the strategic interaction among
litigants, lawyers, and judges. We investigate the value of legal representation and of systems of
quality certification, such as the Queen’s Counsel system. In our setting, higher quality lawyers
obtain better-quality evidence and are better able to interpret it. Judges receive information from
the lawyers and have reputational concerns. We show that reputational concerns generate a
decision bias in favor of certified lawyers and that this causes misallocation of lawyers at the
market equilibrium. As a result, whereas a higher quality of lawyers increases welfare, public
information over quality may be welfare reducing.

1. Introduction

Distinctive layers of quality exist within the legal profession, and it is typically observed
that higher-quality lawyers are assigned higher-value cases and receive higher fees. As described,
for example, by Rosen (1992) and by Garicano and Hubbard (2009a), in the United States one can
distinguish between two categories of professional lawyers. The first category comprises lawyers
who graduated from elite institutions, serve business clients, and charge high fees. The second
category serves more individual clients and comprises lawyers who graduated from lower-tier
schools, charge lower fees, and provide largely routine, noncontested legal services. Depending
on their category, lawyers are then employed in different law companies, with the most reputable
companies employing the most talented and well-trained lawyers.1
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Also, in many countries, agents can choose to self-litigate rather than be represented by
a professional lawyer, and the quality of self-representation is lower on average than that of
professional representation because there are no entry requirements to ensure minimum quality
standards. Self-litigation is cheaper and mainly used for small claims.
Distinctive layers of quality result also from the presence of systems of quality certification,
such as the Queen’s Counsels (QCs) system in England and Wales. QCs are lawyers who are
certified to have marked themselves out in the profession; in court, they wear a distinctive uniform
with a short wig and wing collar and with bands and silk gown over a special court coat. They
are typically hired for more valuable cases, and from the day of their appointment they benefit
from an increased fee per hour. Schemes equivalent to the QC system exist, for example, also in
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Canada, New Zealand, and South Australia.
In this article, we study the functioning of the market for lawyers to analyze the value of
legal representation and the desirability of quality certification systems marking distinguishable
layers of quality within the legal profession. We derive the demand for lawyers and the market
mechanism through which higher-quality lawyers obtain higher fees.
We build a stylized model where litigants choose whether to hire a high-quality lawyer or a
low-quality lawyer (or, as alternative interpretation, they choose between professional litigation
and self-litigation). We use the terms “certified” and “uncertified” to distinguish between highquality and low-quality lawyers. Certified lawyers receive a more informative signal about the
state of the world and are better able to interpret the meaning of their signal than uncertified
lawyers. For instance, receipt of a more informative signal may reflect better skill at generating
evidence, whereas higher ability to interpret what the signal means for the case may reflect better
skill at applying the relevant law to the evidence.
A dispute is resolved through an initial stage where the lawyers provide information to a
lower-court judge who makes an initial decision and, if the losing litigant appeals, an appeals
stage where an appeals court makes a final decision. The lower-court judge can be of two types:
competent or incompetent. Competent judges are able to interpret the information provided by the
lawyers, whereas incompetent judges cannot. The appeals court only comprises competent judges.
Lower-court judges have private information about their type; they have reputational concerns in
the sense that they wish to appear competent to an outside evaluator. In practice, judges care about
how others perceive their quality, either because of a general concern for prestige or influence or
because their reputation can directly influence their career and future income. Empirical evidence
indeed shows that the perceived quality of judges plays an important role in their promotion to
higher courts (see Miceli and Cosgel, 1994; Blanes i Vidal and Leaver, 2008; Levy, 2005; and
references therein).2
In this setting, we show that the gain for a litigant from hiring a high-quality lawyer is
twofold. First, it allows for a more informed appeals strategy, which leads to more efficient
appeals. Second, and critical to our analysis, hiring a certified lawyer generates a decisionbias effect: incompetent judges bias their decisions in favor of certified lawyers, due to their
reputational concerns. This decision-bias effect is different from the bias toward the expected
shown in Ottaviani and Sørensen (2006), also present in our article. It occurs because the more
informed appeals strategy of certified lawyers reveals better information about the competency
of the judge. Incompetent judges then bias their decisions in favor of certified lawyers in
order to minimize the risk of appeals from certified lawyers and thus the inference about their
ability.
An important implication of this decision bias is that, although higher quality of lawyers
increases welfare, public information over quality may be welfare reducing. The quality of lawyers
improves the accuracy of the decision by two mechanisms. First, high-quality lawyers provide
better-quality evidence. Second, high-quality lawyers lead to more efficient appeals. Both these
2
Also, reputable judges often take prestigious and well-paid positions upon retirement from the judicials. It is not
unusual, for example, for retired judges to become arbitrators in commercial disputes or international transactions.
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effects increase welfare. Instead, information over quality generates a tradeoff. On the one hand, it
improves matching: in equilibrium, low-quality lawyers are hired in low-value cases and receive
a basic wage, whereas high-quality lawyers are hired in high-value cases and receive a high
wage. This matching effect is welfare increasing, as better legal outcomes are more valuable for
high-value cases. On the other hand, public information over the quality of legal representation
generates the decision bias, and this causes misallocation of lawyers at the market equilibrium:
cases inefficiently arise where only one litigant hires a certified lawyer. Under some conditions,
the social value of information over the quality of legal representation can then be negative.
Furthermore, at the market equilibrium there is overdemand of quality; the decision-bias effect
exacerbates the prisoner’s dilemma problem of any legal process and results in excessive fees for
lawyers.3
We also analyze the effect of quality certification on the incentives of lawyers to train
and raise their ability. We show that certification helps to raise quality in the market but that
free certification may lead to excessive investment by lawyers and excessive supply of certified
lawyers.
Our results rationalize the perception described by respondents to a consultation paper
issued by the Department of Constitutional Affairs, (2003) in the United Kingdom investigating
the desirability of the QC system: “There was a perception that QCs were now instructed in
circumstances where their particular skills were not really needed: for example because it might
be thought that judges would pay more attention to a QC’s argument, or because a simple equality
of arms was needed—just because the other side had already instructed a QC.” The incentives
to “pay more attention” to a QC’s argument can thus be seen as reflecting the incentive of less
competent judges to favor litigants represented by a QC.4
In the second part of the article, we extend the model to allow for the possibility that highquality lawyers are able to “influence” the trial outcome, by raising the chance of finding evidence
favorable to their case. In particular, we assume that certified lawyers generate false positives,
(i.e., they may be able to obtain favorable evidence when the state of the world is unfavorable).
We show that the decision-bias effect still arises and that the main qualitative insights of the basic
model continue to hold at the market equilibrium. We also check the robustness of our results.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related literature. Section 3
presents the basic model; Sections 4 and 5 discuss the decision-making behavior of the judge
and the outcome of the decision process without and with an appeals system. Section 6 studies
the properties of the market for lawyers and thus the incentives to hire a certified lawyer, and
the equilibrium fees. Section 7 focuses on the welfare analysis, looking at the private and social
value of quality of legal services and of certification and the incentives of lawyers to train and
raise their quality. Section 8 discusses the extensions on uncertain appeals and “influence” and
Section 9 concludes. All proofs missing from the text are in the Appendix.

2. Related literature

The legal literature has long debated the impact of lawyers’ capabilities in adjudication (e.g.,
Galanter, 1974). Consensus and evidence have been gathered on how legal representation makes
for a significant difference both in the likelihood of recovery and in the amount recovered (e.g.,
Ross, 1970). A number of empirical articles have then analyzed the dynamics of the market for
lawyers and quantified the rewards from training and specialization (Sauer, 1998; Rosen, 1992;
and Pashigian, 1977; Garicano and Hubbard, 2009b). The theoretical literature on the value and
3

The presence of a prisoner’s dilemma in litigation was first pointed out by Ashenfelter and Bloom (1993).
The QC system was also heavily criticized for the potential for discrimination due to a nontransparent selection
process based on “secret soundings” within legal circles. Even when the appointment system was reviewed, the QC system
continued to be criticized. Although it would be interesting to take the selection process into account, it would be too
cumbersome to do it here and it would also add little to the present analysis, which proves the potential unsuitability of
the system even when selection is not a problem.
4
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quality of legal representation, however, remains slim (see Cooter and Rubinfeld, 1989; Spier,
2007; Shavell, 2006 for a general discussion on the economics of litigation). Lawyers can affect
the probability of winning through their (trial) effort (Hirshleifer and Osborne, 2001) or through
their information gathering (Dewatripont and Tirole, 1999). They may then efficiently inform the
court (Bundy and Elhauge, 1991) or mislead it (Kaplow and Shavell 1989). Lawyers’ advice may
also have no effect on adjudication in a broad set of circumstances (Che and Severinov, 2006).
Our contribution to this literature is twofold. First, we derive the value of legal representation
endogenously, from the interaction between litigants, lawyers, and judges, within the market
mechanism, focusing on the role played by the reputational concerns of judges.5 Second, we
analyze how information on the quality of legal representation affects the functioning of the
market for lawyers, and thus derive policy implications on the desirability of a system of quality
certification.
Our article is also related to the literature on careerist decision makers, such as regulators,
managers, and experts, who try to prove their ability to make the correct decision.6 Reputational
concerns may induce experts to conform to some expected behavior and disregard valuable
information (e.g., Eli and Välimäki, 2003), or induce arbitrators to bias their decisions in favor of
long-term players when these have biased priors (Iossa, 2007). Transparency over decisions may
then be detrimental when it raises an agent’s incentives to conform to some expected behavior
(e.g., Prat, 2005), but it will be optimal if the expert has known bias in favor of a particular
decision (Bourjade and Jullien, 2011). Career concerns may also induce experts to misreport
their information (Ottaviani and Sørensen, 2006) or to bias their decisions to be more revealing
(or more concealing) of their expertise (Holmström, 1999). So, for example, in Levy (2005),
careerist judges contradict precedents too often in order to signal their ability, whereas in Leaver
(2009), less able bureaucrats use soft policies to keep interest groups quiet and mistakes out of
the public eye. Our article is the first to derive the demand for decision-making expertise and the
implications of the reputational concerns on the efficiency of the equilibrium in the market for
experts. We also derive the informativeness of a decision endogenously from the behavior of the
informed or uninformed party (i.e., her appeal strategy).7

3. The base model


The general setting. We consider a setting where high-quality lawyers hold a qualification
to certify that their quality is above a certain threshold. There is a mass 1 of disputes. For
simplicity, we treat the occurrence of a dispute as an exogenous event and we model a dispute as
a disagreement between two parties, P1 and P2, over the realization of a state of the world θ.
There are two states, θ = 1, 2, and it is common knowledge that Pr(θ = i) = qi . We shall refer
to qi as the quality of the case and assume that P1 has a (weakly) better case: q1 ≥ q2 . A dispute
is resolved through an initial stage where lawyers hired by parties generate and send signals
(facts) to a lower-court judge who makes an initial decision and, if the losing litigant appeals, an
appeals stage where the appeals court makes a final decision. Once generated, a signal needs to
be interpreted to obtain relevant information.
The general structure of the game, which we explain in detail below, is the following.
(i) Disputes arise and states of the world θ are realized. The litigants sequentially choose whether
to hire a certified lawyer or an uncertified lawyer (P1 chooses first).
5

There is, of course, an extensive literature on the role of information and certification for consumption goods and
services. References include, among others, Shapiro (1986), Biglaiser (1993), and Lizzeri (1999). These papers focus on
incentives and asymmetric information issues. We abstract from these issues and focus on the interaction between the
parties on a case and the behavior of the judge.
6
See Bar-Isaac and Tadelis (2008) for a review of the literature on the reputational model.
7
Shavell (2004) and Iossa and Palumbo (2007) discuss in depth the role of appeals as monitoring mechanisms of
adjudicators, although in their models there are no reputational concerns.
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(ii) Each lawyer generates a signal and sends it to the lower-court judge. The signals transmitted
are observed by the two lawyers and by the judge.
(iii) The judge makes a decision (based on his interpretation of the signals).
(iv) The losing party decides whether to appeal the judge’s decision (based on his lawyer’s
interpretation of the signals).
(v) In the event of an appeal, the appeals court observes the state of the world and makes the
final decision.
We denote by d the decision of the lower-court judge and by D the outcome of the appeals
process. We assume that there are only two possible decisions, d ∈ {1, 2}. A decision d = i makes
Pi win the case and it is the most appropriate in state θ = i. We denote by D = 0 the case where
there are no appeals, whereas D ∈ {1, 2} prevails in the case of appeals.

The lawyers. There is a mass of lawyers who may work for litigants on a dispute or on
some alternative activities leading to an expected utility normalized to zero. The mass is large
enough for all litigants to obtain legal representation. Lawyers may be of two types, certified or
uncertified, with a mass S < 2 of certified lawyers. We endogenize S in Section 7, where we
consider the incentives of lawyers to become certified. We denote by h (for high) the type of the
certified lawyer and by l (for low) the type of an uncertified lawyer. Certified lawyers are of better
quality than uncertified lawyers. First, they receive a more informative signal about the state of
the world. In particular, we assume that a lawyer of Pi generates a signal si ∈ {i, 0}, where si = i
is a perfectly informative signal that θ = i. Instead, si = 0 is bad news about θ = i. A certified
lawyer finds a favorable signal si = i with probability 1 if θ = i. An uncertified lawyer finds a
favorable signal si = i with probability 1 − ν if θ = i, whereas with complementary probabilities
he finds si = 0. Both types of lawyer find si = 0 with probability 1 if the state is θ = j. In other
words, when the state is favorable, a certified lawyer discovers it whereas an uncertified lawyer
generates a false negative with probability ν. When instead the state is θ = j, the lawyer of
Pi finds no favorable evidence that θ = i irrespective of his type.8
In our model, generating evidence differs from interpreting the available evidence in the
light of legal principles. Faced with a signal si , an agent who is able to interpret it knows whether
si = i or si = 0. An agent who is unable to interpret the evidence only knows si ∈ {i, 0}. For
instance, the evidence could be a past decision and the lawyer lacks the legal knowledge to assess
whether it is relevant or not for the current case. Or the evidence could be an expert report
and the lawyer could be unable to assess its credibility. Certified lawyers are also better able at
interpreting. To simplify, although this has no impact on our results, we assume that a certified
lawyer can perfectly interpret the meaning of their signal whereas an uncertified lawyer cannot
interpret it at all.9
Notice that we assume that all signals are transmitted, even when the lawyer cannot interpret
it.10 This is the case if sending the signal si , which is favorable with some probability, is better
than sending no signal, because a meaningless signal would be interpreted by the judge as bad
news. We discuss this point in the benchmark section and notice here that it is consistent with the
view that legal representation implies communication with the judge.
8

In the working paper Iossa and Jullien (2010), we allowed for more quality levels by assuming that certified
lawyers observe the state of the world with probability r > 0. Higher r captured higher quality. Results were qualitatively
the same, becoming sharper with higher values of r . Notice that there is no loss of generality in restricting attention to
only two types of lawyers, because the analysis of cases applies to any pair of lawyers. The demand for lawyers would be
more complex, however.
9
The analysis would be similar if the certified lawyers were only imperfectly able to interpret the signals, and/or
if the uncertified lawyers had some interpretation ability. It can be shown that what matters is that the former has better
ability than the latter.
10
Settings where interested parties may find and misreport unfavorable information have been extensively analyzed
in the literature. See, for example, Milgrom and Roberts (1986). In the present context, this issue would add little to our
results whereas it would complicate the analysis significantly.
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In Section 8, we extend the analysis to allow for the possibility that certified lawyers alter
the signal process in favor of their clients by finding false positives (i.e., by being able to present
favorable evidence when the state of the world is unfavorable).
We denote by w0 the salary of an uncertified lawyer and by w the salary of a certified
lawyer. w0 is exogenously given by the productivity on some outside option. For simplicity, we
set w0 = 0.

The judge and the appeals court. Judges take their decisions upon receiving information
(signals) by the parties and interpreting it. They have no information of their own. There are
two types of lower-court judges: the competent (C) and the incompetent (I ). Type C perfectly
interprets the messages sent by the lawyers, whereas type I cannot interpret them. Types are
private information, and we let γ denote the proportion of competent judges. The model can be
generalized to continuous types. For conciseness, we will assume throughout that
q2
,
(1)
γ <
1 − q1 q2

which will avoid corner equilibria (where one decision is taken with probability one by the
incompetent judge) and simplify the formulas.11
The judge has reputational concerns in the sense that he wishes to appear competent to
an evaluator E, his payoff being equal to the posterior belief Pr(C | .) held by E about his
competency.12
We assume that the appeals court comprises only highly competent judges who observe
θ and take the correct decision D = θ (the term “correct decision” will hereafter be used to
denote the decision that the appeals court would take).13 This allows us to focus our attention on
the reputational concerns of lower-court judges (hereafter simply referred to as the “judge”) and
the interplay between judges’ competency and (information on) lawyer quality. We extend the
analysis to allow for mistakes in appeals in Section 8.


The litigants. The litigants in a dispute (also referred to as “parties”), P1 and P2, obtain
a zero payoff when losing the case and a payoff V when winning it. The value V varies across
disputes and has a cumulative distribution function F(V ).14 Upon observing the judge’s decision
d, the party who loses the dispute can choose to appeal the decision. This party then incurs costs
Ā.V for the appeal.15 We assume that
1 > Ā > q1 ,

(2)

which is sufficient to ensure that an uncertified lawyer never appeals and a certified lawyer appeals
if and only if he knows that the decision is not correct. Ā is public information. We extend the
analysis to the case of uncertain appeals in Section 8.
The litigants sequentially choose whether to hire a certified lawyer at salary w or an
uncertified lawyer at salary w0 . Sequentiality is innocuous and avoids mirror equilibria in our
model. Further, in practice, the game is indeed sequential, with the plaintiff initiating the case. We
assume for conciseness that P1 chooses first, and then P2 chooses. As explained in Section 6,
11
In a previous version, Iossa and Jullien (2010), we also considered the case of corner solutions. Results were
qualitatively similar to the one presented here.
12
Notice that we assume that the judge does not care about his decision d being correct. The analysis would extend
with some altruism in the judge’s preferences.
13
Our results hold, provided that the appeals court comprises judges who are sufficiently more competent than
lower-court ones. In practice, higher courts comprise more experienced judges or panels of judges to ensure better decision
making. The higher cost of appeals courts explains why lower courts exist.
14
In a previous version, Iossa and Jullien (2010), we also consider the case where there is a private bonus attached
to winning in the correct state. Results are qualitatively similar to the ones presented in the present version.
15
Our results would continue to hold if we assumed that appeals costs were higher for certified lawyers or that they
are borne by both parties. See footnotes 18 and 22.
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the reverse timing leads to the same aggregate demand and a similar welfare analysis. In order to
focus on the value of legal representation, we assume away agency problems between lawyers and
their clients: the hired lawyer acts in the best interest of his client and this is public information.
We further assume that litigants are initially uninformed about θ, thus ruling out the possibility
that they attempt to signal their own information to the judge through their choice of lawyer.16

The reputation. The reputation of the judge is captured by the posterior probability that
he is competent based on the observation of the decisions d and D, whether the lawyers of the
parties in the dispute are certified or not and whether they appeal. The signals sent by lawyers are
excluded from the information set used to derive the reputation.17

The equilibrium concept. We use the concept of sequential equilibrium to solve the model.
Beliefs are derived from players’ equilibrium strategies and the strategies are rational given those
beliefs. As a simplifying assumption, we shall restrict attention to equilibria such that

(i) C chooses the correct decision d c = i when he sees a signal si = i; and
(ii) the decision of the judge depends only on his beliefs about θ.
The first assumption rules out trivial equilibria where the judge always chooses the same
decision d = i and the decision d = i would be interpreted as incompetency. The second one
reflects the fact that at decision stage 2, his beliefs about θ are the only payoff-relevant information
for a judge. Equilibria satisfying the two conditions always exist.

4. Benchmark: the judicial game without appeals

Consider the benchmark where there is no possibility of appeals. Here, it is never ascertained
whether the decision of the judge in the lower court was correct or not; the judge’s type can only
be inferred from his decision.
The difference between C and I is that C may learn the state of the world from the signals
transmitted by the lawyers, whereas I , being unable to interpret the information, always remains
uninformed. In particular, if no lawyer is certified (case ll), C learns the state when one signal is
favorable, si = i, whereas he learns nothing from the signals if s1 = s2 = 0. If, instead, at least
one lawyer is certified (cases hl, hh), the signal of this lawyer is perfectly informative about the
state of the world for C, so C is always informed.
Suppose that, when informed, C takes the correct decision, that is, he takes the decision
d = i when he sees si = i.When uninformed, C is in all respects like I, and they behave in the
same way. To simplify the exposition, from now onward we refer to C as the informed competent
judge and to I as both the incompetent judge and the uninformed competent one. We let z i be the
probability that the judge chooses d = i when he is uninformed (and thus holds beliefs qi ).
Using Bayes’ rule, the expected payoff of I when he chooses d = i is given by

γ (qi (1 − ν) + νz i )
γ (qi (1 − ν) + νz i ) + (1 − γ )z i
γ qi
Pr(C | d = i) =
γ qi + (1 − γ )z i

Pr(C | d = i) =

for i = 1, 2, in case ll
(3)
for i = 1, 2, in case hl or hh.

Because decisions are never verified, the only (nontrivial) equilibria are such that the judge is
indifferent between the two decisions. Indifference then requires that the reputation is the same
for both decisions, which occurs when I mimics the behavior of C by randomizing in the same
proportion.
16
For a model that analyzes whether parties might strategically spend resources so as to signal their positive belief
about the correctness of their case, see Daughety and Reinganum (2000).
17
This reflects the view that the reputational concerns of the judges are with respect to the legal community, or the
legal body in charge of the promotion process or even the media, which does not observe all details of the cases.
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Lemma 1. With no appeals, the informed competent judge chooses d = θ ; the incompetent judge
chooses d = i with probability z i = qi .
Proof . Recall that we focus on d = θ for C. Suppose that z i = 1. Then a decision d = i perfectly
qi
< 1, I has an incentive to deviate. Thus,
reveals that the judge is competent and, because γ qiγ+1−γ
the equilibrium is in mixed strategy, which requires that Pr(C | d = 1) = Pr(C | d = 2). Using
Q.E.D.
(3), we obtain z i = qi .
In the absence of an appeals system, the state is never revealed; whether the judge’s decision
is correct or not is therefore never ascertained. The reputation attached to a decision d = 1 must
therefore be the same as the reputation attached to a decision d = 2. This in turn requires I to
choose d = 1 with the same frequency as C, that is, with a probability of q1 . If I were to choose
d = i with probability higher than qi , the updating of beliefs would assign a lower reputation to
a decision d = i than to a decision d = i. This would generate an incentive for I to deviate to
d = i. Reputational concerns induce I to mimic the behavior of C.
Remark 1. (Signal transmission) We have assumed that all signals are transmitted. We note here
that it is indeed an equilibrium behavior under the following scenario. Suppose that the judge
expects the transmission of information and chooses d = i with probability qi if uninformed (as
above). Let us interpret no transmission as an empty signal si = ∅. There are two possible games
we can consider.
A first possibility is that si = ∅ cannot be distinguished from si = 0. Then, C would react
to si = ∅ as to si = 0 whereas I would not react. Clearly, transmitting is an optimal strategy in
this case, because transmitting si ∈ {0, i} is weakly better than transmitting si = 0 all the time.
The second possibility is that si = ∅ is observable by the judge. Then, no transmission
would trigger some out-of-equilibrium-path reaction by the judge. Thus, it is sufficient that this
reaction is unfavorable to the party not transmitting for the equilibrium with transmission to exist.
A simple equilibrium behavior is d = j if i does not transmit. Another simple possibility is that
C reacts to si = ∅ as if si = 0 and I ’s reaction is Pr(d = i) ≤ qi .

5. The judicial game with an appeals court

Let us suppose now that appeals are possible and derive the behavior of the judge, given the
choice of the parties as to whether to hire a certified lawyer.

Disputes with no certified lawyers. The above analysis still applies if both parties hire
an uncertified lawyer. In this case, when Pi observes a decision d = j, he anticipates that the
probability of reversing the decision on appeal is given by

Pr(θ = j | d = i) = q j Pr(C, s1 = s2 = 0 | d = i) + q j Pr(I | d = i),
which is strictly lower than q j and thus than Ā. Therefore, there is no appeal and the equilibrium
is the same as in Lemma 1. Because the state is never ascertained, reputational concerns only
depend on the decision taken. This induces I to mimic the behavior of C and choose d = 1 with
the same frequency.


Disputes with one certified lawyer. We consider first a dispute where Pi hires a certified
lawyer and P j hires a noncertified lawyer. As pointed out above, as C can always infer the state
θ from the evidence shown by the certified lawyer (or the lack of evidence), he is fully informed.
Consider the following strategies for the judge:
•
•

C chooses the correct decision d c = θ.
I randomizes between d = 1 and d = 2, choosing d = i with probability z i .

It can easily be proven that this strategy constitutes the optimal strategy for C. For
conciseness, we focus here on I .
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Because I is uninformed and he wishes to appear competent, he will arbitrage between the
reputation effect in the case of no appeal and the risk that his decision is reversed on appeal,
taking into account the incentives of the litigants to appeal. The appeals strategies of the two
lawyers thus play an important role in determining the incentives of I .
The certified lawyer, interpreting the signals, knows θ. He appeals d = j when he has
favorable evidence and only in this case. The uncertified lawyer, being uninformed, has belief
facing d = i, given by Pr(θ = j | d = i) = q j Pr(I | d = i) < Ā. Therefore, he does not appeal.
Thus, the only case of appeal occurs when the certified lawyer observes that the judge took
the decision j and si = i. Following an appeal, the expected posterior probability that the judge
is competent is π. In the case where z j > 0, according to Baye’s rule, an appeal reveals to E that
the judge is incompetent (because d c = i), leading to a zero reputation π = 0. Otherwise, π is
arbitrary. On the other hand, choosing d = j and facing no appeal is good news. In this case, the
decision is known to be correct and the reputation is Pr(C | d = j, no appeal) = γ +(1−γγ )(1−zi ) .
The expected payoff of I when he chooses d = j is given by
γ
.
(4)
μ(d = j) = qi π + q j
γ + (1 − γ )(1 − z i )
Choosing d = i, on the other hand, ensures that there will be no appeal and a payoff given
by
μ(d = i) = Pr(C | d = i) =

γ qi
.
γ qi + (1 − γ )z i

(5)

Under condition (1), the equilibrium involves a mixed strategy z j > 0 and π = 0, which
leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 1. When party Pi hires a certified lawyer and P j does not, in equilibrium the
competent judge chooses d = i with probability qi , whereas the incompetent judge chooses
d = i with (unique) probability z ihl , where qi < z ihl < 1.
Proof . An equilibrium with 0 < z ihl < 1 requires
γ qj
γ qi
=

.
hl
γ qi + (1 − γ )z ihl
γ + (1 − γ ) 1 − z i
The LHS increases with z i from γ q j to q j , whereas the RHS decreases from 1 to
mixed-strategy equilibrium then exists if
γ qi
< qj,
γ qi + (1 − γ )

(6)
γ qi
γ qi +(1−γ )

.A

which holds for i = 1 and i = 2 under condition (1) because q2 ≤ q1 . Then, z i solves (6a) and is
given by
z ihl =

qi (1 − γ q j )
> qi .
1−γ

(7)

If condition (1) is violated, the equilibrium has z i = 1, which requires that q j π + q j =
. This defines a unique π < 1.
Q.E.D.

γ qi
γ qi +(1−γ )

Proposition 1 highlights the presence of a decision bias that arises from the interaction
between the reputational concerns of judges, the appeals system, and the public nature of the
quality mark. Whereas C always takes the correct decision, I biases his decision in favor of the
party with the certified lawyer. Intuitively, the appeals strategy of a certified lawyer depends on
the underlying state θ, and thus reveals better information about the correctness of the judge’s
decision than the appeals strategy (or lack of appeals) of the uninformed lawyer. This is important,
because reputational concerns exhibit some kind of risk aversion, in the sense that
Pr(C | d = i) > qi Pr(C | d = i, θ = i) + (1 − qi ) Pr(C | d = i, θ = i).
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That is, I , ceteris paribus, prefers to play safer and choose a decision whose correctness is never
ascertained rather than a decision that yields a reputational gain when found correct but a loss
when found wrong. This makes I prefer a decision in favor of the certified lawyer. To reestablish
indifference, the reputational gain from choosing in favor of the uncertified lawyer must increase.
This is only possible if I chooses this decision with lower frequency than C, which underlies the
asymmetric behavior of the judge.
The corollary below highlights the implication of an increase in the expected competency
of the judge and in the quality of the case.
Corollary 1. When Pi hires a certified lawyer and P j does not, the relative decision bias (z ihl −
qi )/qi is strictly positive, increasing in the probability γ that the judge is competent, and in the
quality qi of the case.
Proof . From equation (7),
z ihl − qi
γ qi
,
=
qi
1−γ
which gives the result.

Q.E.D.

The relative bias increases up to the point where I always announces the decision favorable
to the certified lawyer (z ihl = 1 if condition (1) is violated).
When I plays safe by ruling in favor of the party with the certified lawyer, his type will
not be revealed. When he rules against this party, instead, he may be revealed as incompetent
but, if he turns out to be correct, his reward will be higher. The relative bias then determines the
value of the safe choice as the reputation associated with d = i decreases with z ihl /qi . When qi
increases, the bet on the party with the uncertified lawyer becomes less attractive, which has to
be compensated by a reduction of the reputation with the safe decision.
Similarly, when γ increases, the safe decision d = i becomes relatively more attractive, as
it is more likely to be generated by C. This must be compensated by an increase in the relative
likelihood of choosing this action for I so as to preserve indifference.


Disputes with two certified lawyers. Suppose now that both parties hire a certified lawyer.
Both sides may appeal a wrong decision, so that the type of the judge is more likely to be revealed
through the appeal. With two certified lawyers, the state is always revealed: the appeals process
always reveals whether the decision is correct or not. In our setting, this creates a decision bias in
favor of P1 whenever q1 > q2 .

Proposition 2. With two certified lawyers, the competent judge chooses d c = θ and the
incompetent judge chooses d = i with probability z ihh . When q1 > q2 , there is a tendency for
the incompetent judge to conform in favor of the party with the better case: q1 < z 1hh < z 1hl
and 0 < z 2hh < q2 . When q1 = q2 , so that cases are equally good, there is also no decision bias:
z ihh = qi .
Proof . The lawyer of Pi knows the signals and will therefore appeal an incorrect decision;
no appeal will signal that the decision is correct, whereas an appeal reveals that the judge is
incompetent, leading to a zero reputation. An equilibrium with 0 < z ihh < 1 must have
γ
γ
= q1
,
q2
γ + (1 − γ ) z 2hh
γ + (1 − γ ) z 1hh
where
γ
Pr(C | d = i, no appeal) =
.
γ + (1 − γ ) z i
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The equilibrium condition then gives
z ihh =

qi − γ q j
.
1−γ

Observe that
q1 ≤ z 1hh =

q1 − γ q1 q2
q1 − γ q2
<
= z 1hl .
1−γ
1−γ

Because by assumption z 1hl < 1, it follows that z 2hh > 0. The equality z 1hh = q1 holds at q1 =
Q.E.D.
q2 = 1/2.
With two certified lawyers, I tends to favor the decision most likely to be found correct. This
finding is reminiscent of the expert’s model of Ottaviani and Sørensen (2006). In their setting, the
state is always revealed and an expert uncertain about the state of the world shows a tendency to
bias toward the expected. In our setting, with two certified lawyers the state is also fully revealed,
via the appeals system. With a zero payoff attached to a decision being found incorrect on appeal,
this implies that the expected reputational gain attached to a correct decision must be the same
for d = 1, 2. If this were not the case, I would deviate to the decision yielding a greater expected
payoff. With q1 > q2 , we then obtain that the reputation attached to a correct decision d = 1 must
be lower than the reputation gain attached to a correct decision d = 2. This requires I to choose
d = 1 with higher frequency than C, that is, with probability greater than q1 . The bias disappears
if q1 = q2 , as in this case C chooses d = 1 with the same probability as d = 2.
Furthermore, this bias is smaller than the one arising with only one certified lawyer. In both
cases, the correctness of a decision d = 2 is always ascertained, either because the certified lawyer
of P1 appeals and reverses this decision or because by not appealing he reveals that the decision
is correct. Instead, the correctness of a decision d = 1 is never ascertained when the lawyer of
P2 is uncertified and always ascertained when he is certified. Ceteris paribus, choosing d = 1
is therefore less risky and more rewarding for the judge when there is only one certified lawyer.
Under the condition that I is indifferent between d = 1 and d = 2, it follows that the reputational
gain attached to a decision d = 2 found correct must be higher in the setting with one certified
lawyer. This requires I to choose d = 2 (resp. d = 1) with lower (resp. higher) frequency when
there is one certified lawyer than when there are two.
It should be apparent at this stage that the hypothesis that the uncertified lawyer never appeals
is innocuous. Our qualitative results would hold provided that appeals costs are sufficiently high
that the uncertified lawyers does not always appeal. We come back to this point in the extension
on uncertain appeals in Section 8.18

6. The market for lawyers

We now derive the demand for certified lawyers, considering the utility of a litigant in each
possible scenario. Because V is a scale factor, we focus on the probability of winning the case
net of expected normalized appeals cost, and we denote it by u i .
When neither party hires a certified lawyer, the probability that Pi wins is qi and the
(normalized) utility of a litigant is

u lli = qi .

(8)

Compared to case ll, hiring a certified lawyer when the other party does not affects the legal
outcome when the judge is incompetent, which occurs with probability 1 − γ . Then the chance
for the party with the certified lawyer, Pi , of obtaining a favorable decision in the lower court
18
Note that if appeals costs were higher for certified lawyers, our results would continue to hold provided that
the incentives of certified lawyers to appeal an incorrect decision were stronger than the incentives to appeal of the
uninformed uncertified lawyers.
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changes from qi to qi + (1 − γ )q j z ihl , as now cases will also be won whenever favored by the
bias in state j. Furthermore, when the lower court’s decision is unfavorable, the certified lawyer
may discover that the decision is incorrect and appeal. The utility of the party with the certified
lawyer is therefore
u ihl = qi + (1 − γ )q j z ihl − (1 − γ )(1 − z ihl )qi Ā.
By contrast, the utility of the party Pi with an uncertified lawyer facing a certified lawyer is
hl
u lh
i = qi − (1 − γ )z j qi .

With two certified lawyers, Proposition 2 implies that the probability that I chooses d = i
is z ihh and the utility of Pi is
u ihh = qi − (1 − γ )z hh
j qi Ā.

(9)

Hiring a certified lawyer when the other side has a certified lawyer ensures that the decision
is always correct. However, the appeals cost must be borne whenever I’s decision is incorrect,
which occurs when the state is i (i.e., with probability qi ) but I chooses d = j (which occurs
with probability z hh
j ).
To derive the demand for certified lawyers, we then define
wil ≡ u ihl − u lli

and

wih ≡ u ihh − u lh
i .

Thus, wih and wil capture, respectively, the gain for a party from hiring a certified lawyer when
the other party has a certified lawyer and when she does not. The gain for a litigant from hiring
a certified lawyer is twofold: it stems from the decision-bias effect and from more informed
appeals. By hiring a certified lawyer when the opponent does not, a party gains a decision bias in
her favor; when the other party also has a certified lawyer, the party gains that no decision bias
against her will arise. Also, a certified lawyer discovers and appeals incorrect decisions more
often than an uncertified lawyer. It is easy to show that




wil = (1 − γ ) q j z ihl − 1 − z ihl qi Ā ≥ 0
(10)


wih ≡ (1 − γ ) qi z hlj − qi z hh
j Ā > 0.
Taking into account the equilibrium values of z ihl , it can be shown19 that w1l ≥ w2l and
w ≥ w2h . Hiring a certified lawyer is more valuable for the party with the better case, as the bias
increases with the quality of the case (Corollary 1). The party with the better case then benefits
from a stronger increase in the winning probability and lower expected appeals costs as she will
appeal less often.
We also have wil > wih .20 This is because the costs of appeals are borne less often when the
rival’s lawyer is uncertified, that is, when favored by the bias than when on equal footing with
the competitor. This makes it, ceteris paribus, more valuable to hire a certified lawyer when the
other party does not have one.
For a given wage w, a party Pi is willing to hire a certified lawyer whenever V wik ≥ w,
where k refers to the behavior of the other party. Now let us define
h
1

wl = w1l > w h = w2h .

(11)

Thus, w h V is the highest wage at which both parties are willing to hire a certified lawyer, and
wl V is the highest wage at which at least one party is willing to hire a certified lawyer.

19
20

We have w1l − w2l = γ (q1 − q2 )( Ā − q1 q2 Ā + q1 q2 ) and w1h − w2h = γ (q1 − q2 )( Ā − q1 q2 ).
We have wil − wih = γ qi q j (1 − 2q j + qi Ā), which is larger than γ qi q j (1 − q j )2 because Ā > q1 .
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Lemma 2. For a given wage w, the demand for certified lawyers is characterized as follows.
(i) if V > wwh , both sides hire a certified lawyer;
(ii) if wwh > V ≥ wwl , only P1 hires a certified lawyer;
(iii) if wwl > V , no side hires a certified lawyer.
Proof . Suppose w < V w h . Then, P2 chooses h because V w2l > V w2h > w. The first mover
chooses h because it prefers to pay w to induce (h, h) instead of (l, h). Suppose w > V wl ;
then, the second mover always chooses l. The first mover then prefers l as V u ll > V u hl − w.
Suppose now that V wl > w > V w h . The second mover P2 chooses l if the first mover chooses
h. The first mover P1 chooses h because he prefers a situation where he is the sole one with
the certified lawyer to any situation where he has an uncertified lawyer: w < V wl = V (u 1hl − u ll1 )
Q.E.D.
< V (u 1hl − u lh1 ).
Public information over the quality of legal service generates a “ matching effect.” Litigants
to a dispute form different pools based on the amounts at stake: ceteris paribus, those with
high-value cases hire high-quality lawyers and pay a high salary, whereas those with low-value
cases hire low-quality lawyers and pay a low salary. For intermediate values of w, only one party
hires the certified lawyer. Which party depends on the context, but under the assumption that P1
moves first, he will choose to hire the lawyer.
The emergence of an asymmetric allocation of lawyers stems in our model from the decisionbias effect, which makes the value of a certified lawyer larger if the other side has none, wil > wih .21
If z ihl were equal to qi for i = 1, 2, as when there is no bias, then we would have wl = w h .22
In the light of Lemma 2, the aggregate demand for certified lawyers is equal to
w
w
−F
.
(12)
D(w) = 2 − F
h
w
wl
Proposition 3. There exists a unique and positive equilibrium salary w∗ . It is decreasing with the
cost of appeal Ā. For q1 not too large or Ā large enough, it is increasing with γ .
At the market equilibrium, demand D(w) equals supply S. The equilibrium wage decreases
with the cost of appeals, as it is borne only with a certified lawyer. For a given wage, the mass
of cases with at least one certified lawyer increases when the likelihood of facing a competent
judge increases. Notice that the benefits of hiring a certified lawyer is to create or correct for a
bias. This is because the party does not care about when it wins but only about winning, and the
better quality of the evidence provided by the lawyer affects the quality of the decision but not its
probability distribution. The cost is the wage plus the expected appeals cost. Increasing judges’
average competency reduces both the expected benefits from the bias and the expected appeals
cost for the first certified lawyer on the case, but the latter effect dominates raising the value of
the first lawyer. For the second lawyer, however, the effects are reversed and the comparison is
ambiguous. But at least for Ā > q12 /q2 , increasing γ raises the value of the certified lawyers at all
margins (marginal cases with one certified lawyer and marginal cases with two certified lawyers).
Remark 2. (Reverse timing) When P2 chooses the lawyer first and q2 < q1 , a slight difference
arises in the demand for lawyers. Considering Lemma 2, cases (i) and (iii) are unchanged. Also,
only one party hires a certified lawyer in case (ii). But the identity of the party hiring the certified
lawyer depends on the sign of V − w/w1h (remember that w/wl < w/w1h ≤ w/w h ). When
w/wl < V < w/w1h , the party hiring the certified lawyer is P2 and not P1. To see this,
notice that in this range P1 would hire a certified lawyer only if P2 does not. Moreover
(u 2hl V − w) − u lh2 V > w2l V − w > 0, implying that P2 prefers to be the one hiring a certified
To see this, notice that if z ihl = qi for i = 1, 2, then wl = w h .
Should appeals costs B̄ < Ā be borne by the party facing an appeal, results would be reinforced. One can easily
check that wl would remain unchanged whereas w h would decrease, because z ihh > 1 − z ihl makes u hh decrease faster
with B̄ than u lh . Thus, wl — w h would remain positive.
21
22
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lawyer. For V above w/w1h , P1 hires a certified lawyer in any case and, as long as V < w/w h ,
P2 prefers not to do it. Intuitively, this holds because hiring a certified lawyer is more valuable
for the party with the better case (i.e., P1), as explained above, and for the party moving first
(because wil > wih ). So when P2 moves first, in equilibrium it may happen that she will have
stronger incentives to hire the certified lawyer than P1.
Notice that the aggregate demand is unchanged and the equilibrium price does not depend
on the timing. The welfare analysis that follows would be similar, adjusting the formulas for the
identity of the party hiring the certified lawyer (we will point to minor differences where they
arise).

7. Welfare analysis


The value of quality. In the previous section, we have derived the gain for a litigant from
hiring a certified lawyer, given the choice of the other litigant. In the corollary below we find,
however, that, when it is calculated at the equilibrium, the value of quality for the parties is
negative.
Corollary 2. (i) For V ≥ w/w h , each party obtains u ihh V − w < u lli V . (ii) For V ∈
(w/wl , w/w h ), party P1 obtains u 1hl V − w > u ll1 V and the other party obtains u lh2 V < u ll2 V .
Moreover, V > V (u 1hl + u lh2 ) − w > V (u 1hh + u 2hh ) − 2w.
Proof . Immediate, except for the last point that follows from


u 1hl + u lh2 = 1 − (1 − γ ) 1 − z 1hl q1 Ā


u 1hh + u 2hh = 1 − (1 − γ ) z 2hh q1 + z 1hh q2 Ā,
which implies u 1hh + u 2hh < u 1hl + u lh2 as z 2hh > (1 − z 1hl ).

Q.E.D.

There is a prisoner’s dilemma problem for high V : the litigants would be better off if they
each hired an uncertified lawyer. Intuitively, each party has an incentive to pay a higher salary
w to hire a certified lawyer in order to obtain a decision bias in her favor or correct one in her
disfavor. In equilibrium, both parties hire a certified lawyer and pay the additional cost w but
obtain no decision bias. The effects of hiring a certified lawyer are then reduced to creating an
appeals cost.
Notice that the result is due to the fact that litigants attach no value to a correct decision,
which would be the case if the correct decision were creating ex post efficiency gains.
Typically, society will care about the correct decision being taken. As pointed out by Shavell
(1997), there is a divergence between private and social motives to use the legal system. When a
party makes a litigation decision, she does not take into account the legal costs that she induces the
opponent to incur (a negative externality), nor does she recognize associated effects on deterrence
and other social benefits (a positive externality). Consequently, the privately determined level of
litigation can either be socially excessive or inadequate. We assume, as seems reasonable, that the
social benefit of a correct decision increases with the value of the dispute V : a dispute between
two firms over a patent worth $1 billion will, ceteris paribus, be more relevant from a social
perspective than a dispute between two neighbors over parking spaces worth $10,000.
Let λV be the social value of a correct decision.23 The benefits from reversing a decision
d = θ to D = θ through appeals is λ − Ā, which we assume to be positive
λ > Ā.
This implies that appeals costs are always worth incurring for society if the appeal leads to
the correct decision. This seems reasonable, as otherwise it would be optimal not to have an
23
λ can also capture the ex ante value for contractual parties of better enforcement of contractual terms (see
Anderlini, Felli, and Postlelwaite, 2007, for a discussion of the role of court decisions in ex ante incentives).
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appeals system. Then, the normalized social value from the judicial procedure is ωV , with
ω = [Pr(D = θ ) + Pr(d = θ, D = 0)]λ − E(A), where E(A) is the expected cost borne by the
parties for appeals. In this function, we ignore the utility of the judge and more generally the
social value of the information generated on the judge.24 The social welfare is then
 wl
 wh
 V
w
w
 = ωll
VdFV + ωhl
VdF (V ) + ωhh
VdFV ,
(13)
0

w
wl

w
wh

where ωll denotes the value of ω for cases where no litigants hire uncertified lawyers, and so on.
A first result is that quality is valuable for society, as follows.
Proposition 4. The social welfare is higher if there are certified lawyers than if all lawyers are of
low quality.
Intuitively, the quality of lawyers is relevant, because it improves the accuracy of the decision
by two mechanisms. First, high-quality lawyers provide better-quality evidence. Second, highquality lawyers correct wrong decisions of incompetent judges by appealing. With λ > Ā, both
effects improve social welfare, and hence high-quality lawyers have positive social value.25

The social value of quality certification. Although the quality of lawyers has a positive
impact on welfare, this does not mean that certification leads to an efficient allocation. In this
section we show that, for a given supply of high-quality lawyers, information over quality may
be welfare reducing. The first question is whether certification induces a first-best allocation of
lawyers.

Proposition 5. The equilibrium allocation involves too many cases with only one certified lawyer
and too few cases with two certified lawyers if


 
Ā
q2 − q1 Ā
+
.
(14)
ν < q1 1 −
λ
2q1 q2
λ
Certification does not induce a first-best allocation of lawyers, because the decision bias
makes wl > w h and raises the mass of disputes with only one certified lawyer (Lemma 2). Consider
two cases with value V > V each with one certified lawyer. The welfare is ωhl V + ωhl V .
Suppose we allocate the two certified lawyers to the case V so as to obtain ωll V + ωhh V .
We prove in the Appendix that under condition (14), V (ωhh − ωhl ) > V (ωhl − ωll ) > 0, which
implies that the welfare is higher when both lawyers are on the same case.26 Welfare would be
maximized by allocating lawyers on the highest-value case, which would occur if there were no
decision bias and wl were equal to w h (from expression (10)).
Condition (14) holds if the quality of any lawyer is not too small (ν small), provided that
cases are not too favorable to one party (q1 − q2 small) or that the social value λ of a correct
decision is large compared to the cost of appeals. Then, in contrast with what we have seen for
the private value of quality to a litigant (Lemma 2), from a social point of view the marginal
value of having a certified lawyer is higher when the other party also has a certified lawyer than
when she does not. This stems from the value of appeals being negative for private parties but
positive for society (− Ā < 0 < λ − Ā) and from the decision bias reducing the social value of a
24
Notice that in our model the judge’s preferences are linear in posterior beliefs on his ability, so that his ex ante
expected utility is independent of the equilibrium and equal to γ . A value of the information on the judge could be
accounted for by incorporating a component κ(π ) convex in π.
25
If P2 chooses the lawyer first, the result has to be qualified, because when only P2 hires a certified lawyer, the
likelihood that I takes the wrong decision is larger than with no certified lawyer. But it holds if q1 − q2 is small and/or ν
and λ − Ā are not too small.
q −q
26
When P2 chooses first, the condition is ν < mini qi (1 − λĀ ) + ( 2qi 1 q2j ) λĀ .
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unique certified lawyer by lowering the likelihood that the lawyer’s information will be used in
the appeals process.27
To study the effect of matching and biases on the social value of certification, consider the
allocation that is obtained if judges have no bias and lawyers are randomly allocated across cases.
By this we mean that uninformed judges choose d = i with probability qi and that each party has
a probability S/2 to be represented by a high-quality lawyer.28
2
Thus, a fraction (2−S)
of cases have no certified lawyers, a fraction (2−S)S
of cases have only
4
2
one certified lawyer, and the remaining fraction of cases have two certified lawyers.
The welfare in the absence of a system of certification is then given by
 V

(2 − S)2 ll S 2 hh (2 − S) S hl
˜ =
ω + ω̃ +
ω
VdF (V ) ,
(15)

4
4
2
0
where ω̃hh and ωhl denote the social value for cases with, respectively, two and one certified lawyers
on the case but no decision bias, that is, where z ihh = z ihl = qi . By decomposing the welfare under
certification given by  in expression (13), the matching effect and the decision-bias effect can
˜ and db , where
be measured, respectively, by m − 
 wl
 wh
 V
w
w
m = ωll
VdF(V ) + ω̃hl
VdF(V ) + ω̃hh
VdF(V ),
w
wl

0


db

and  = m +

db

= (ωhl − ω̃hl )

w
wh
w
wl

VdF(V ) + (ωhh − ω̃hh )



w
wh

V
w
wh

VdF(V ),

.

Proposition 6. Suppose that q1 is close to 1/2 and ν is small. Then, the matching effect that arises
˜ > 0, whereas the
under a system of quality certification increases social welfare, that is, m − 
db
< 0.
decision-bias effect reduces it, that is,
Thus, the matching effect that arises under a system of quality certification increases social
welfare if uncertified lawyers are of sufficient quality, whereas the decision-bias effect reduces it
for q1 not too large or for ν small enough.
Information on the quality of legal services generates a tradeoff. On the one hand, it affects
the allocation of lawyers by inducing high-quality lawyers to serve clients with high-value
cases. Ceteris paribus, this matching effect is welfare enhancing because high-value cases are
those where a correct decision is most valuable. On the other hand, a system of certification
creates a decision-bias effect that generates misallocation of lawyers, reducing the likelihood that
the certified lawyer’s information will be used. When this second effect prevails, a system of
certification reduces social welfare. This is the case in the following example.
Corollary 3. Suppose that ν = 0, q1 = 1/2, V is uniformly distributed on [V̄ − 1, V̄ ] where
l
V̄ is close to wlw−wS h , and S is smaller but close to 1; then the social welfare would be higher with
no information on lawyers than with a system of certification.
The matching effect decreases in ν, because the information available to the judge when
lawyers are uncertified is more precise the smaller is ν. The decision-bias effect is, instead,
unaffected by ν: with one certified lawyer on the case, the information from the uncertified
lawyer becomes useless to the judge. The value of certification is therefore lower when ν is
smaller. Furthermore, under the conditions in the corollary, certification results in only cases
with one certified lawyer, which exacerbates the negative impact of the decision-bias effect on
the efficiency of the allocation. Moreover, this also minimizes the benefit of the matching effect:
27
Notice that when a case involves only one certified lawyer, social welfare would be maximized by inducing the
incompetent judge to be biased against him so as to induce efficient use of information.
28
This would be the case if lawyers’ quality were not observable and there were no appeals.
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as all the lawyers are assigned to P1, certified lawyers are reallocated from P2 to low-value
cases.29,30

Incentives to train and the supply of lawyers. Suppose there is a training stage where
lawyers choose whether to train in order to raise their individual quality. There is a test certifying
that quality is high. Untrained lawyers have low quality. Raising quality from low to high is costly.
The cost of training is heterogeneous among lawyers, and we denote by S(c) the mass of lawyers
with a cost of training smaller than c. We assume that S(c) is continuous and increasing from 0
to ∞ on the real line. Lawyers maximize their expected salary net of training cost. In our setup,
this implies that a lawyer will either train and be certified or will not train at all, in which case
his quality will be low.
In this setting, a system of certification raises quality by generating an investment effect: it
induces lawyers to train to raise their salary from 0 to w. In particular, a lawyer chooses to train
if w − τ − c ≥ 0, where τ is the price of a certification test. Then, the market equilibrium wage
solves

D (w) = S (w − τ )
and the total number of certified lawyers in the market is S(w − τ ). As lawyers anticipate that
quality certification brings higher income, they have incentives to make investments that enhance
their legal abilities. Because investment (or equivalently certification) is costly, only the most
capable lawyers obtain certification and enjoy higher equilibrium salaries.
Proposition 7. There exists λ̂ such that there is an excessive supply of certified lawyers when
τ = 0 (free certification) if and only if λ < λ̂. Moreover, λ̂ > Ā if ν ≤ q1 ≤ 2/3.
Thus, for a given certification standard, whenever the social benefit of a correct decision is
small, the number of lawyers who choose to invest in training is excessive compared to the social
optimum. The parties have here excessive incentives to win, and hence excessive incentives to
hire certified lawyers.

8. Extensions

Our model has uncovered two potential biases in a judge’s decision. One is due to a tendency
to bias toward the expected that leads incompetent judges to favor the party most likely to win
an appeal (ruling in her favor at a frequency higher than a competent judge). The second is a
tendency to favor certified lawyer. This second decision bias is a source of inefficiencies not only
in the judicial outcome but also in the allocation of lawyer, with too many cases with a single
certified lawyer. In this extension section, we wish to study the robustness of our results on the
decision bias in favor of talented lawyer. For this purpose, we neutralize the first bias by assuming
that both parties are equally likely to be correct, q1 = q2 = 1/2. We then study the effect of
uncertainty on appeal, and extend the proof-taking dimension of quality.

29
We have implicitly assumed that the information about lawyers’ quality that litigants hold is the same as the one
that judges hold. Although differences in practice may of course exist, it would be difficult to identify a general case. We
note here, however, that the matching effect depends on the information available to litigants, whereas the decision-bias
effect depends on the information available to the judge. Thus, the more (respectively less) a certification system affects
the former (respectively latter), the greater the matching effect (respectively decision-bias effect) and thus the potential
gain (respectively loss) from a system of certification.
30
Before concluding this section, we note that in practice a lawyer’s quality might be observable to the judge even
when the lawyer is not certified. For instance, a lawyer on a case may have appeared before the judge on a previous
occasion. The lawyer may also have appeared before other judges who may pass on their impressions, either informally
as gossip or as part of the consultation process for judge appointment. However, even if judges can observe a signal of
lawyer quality independently, they will still hold more precise information when quality certification is present, which
suffices to lead to our qualitative results.
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Uncertain appeal. The base model has the property that, in equilibrium, an appeal reveals
a judge’s incompetency. This may not be the case in practice, for two reasons. First, the outcome
of appeals may be uncertain; second, even a correct decision may be appealed. To address these
issues, we amend the model in two directions.
Uncertainty in appeals is captured by allowing for some mistakes leading to Pr(D = θ ) =
1 − χ ≤ 1, where χ is small enough (in particular smaller than 1/2). We assume that the mistakes
are independent of the true underlying state of the world. This amounts to saying that appeals do
not bring new evidence but simply help to reveal and interpret the evidence that was accessible to
the lawyers. In particular, appealing an informed competent judge has no social value, because the
judge has all the information. However, appealing when there is no certified lawyer helps uncover
the information, whereas appealing an incompetent judge helps interpret the information.
Also, the appeals cost is random. It takes value Ai V , where Ai ∈ {0, Ā} and we denote by
η the probability of Ai = 0. We maintain the assumption that Ā is large enough and χ small
enough that, when the appeals cost is high, only the certified lawyer knowing that d = θ appeals.
By contrast, an appeal always occurs when the cost is zero.
The appeals cost is private information of a party and his lawyer, so that the ex post reputation
incorporates the uncertainty about the motive of the appeal.
Consider the judge’s problem when both parties hire an uncertified lawyer. In this case, the
previous logic applies and it is fairly easy to see that the judge’s equilibrium strategy is to choose
the correct decision when competent and informed, and to randomize with equal probability
between the two decisions when uninformed (recall that for q1 = 1/2). There is no appeal when
the appeals cost is high, and in this case the judge’s reputation is unchanged, at γ .
An appeal occurs when the appeals cost is zero, leading to a reputation that depends on
whether the decision is upheld or reversed:
γ ((1 − ν)(1 − χ ) + ν/2)
>γ
Pr(C | D = d = i) =
γ ((1 − ν)(1 − χ ) + ν/2) + (1 − γ )/2

γ ((1 − ν)χ + ν/2)
< γ.
γ ((1 − ν)χ + ν/2) + (1 − γ )/2
With two certified lawyers, all the information is available to the judge and the lawyers. Thus,
an appeal occurs if the decision is not correct or if the appeals cost is zero. I faces a probability of
appeal η + (1 − η)/2, whereas C faces only a probability η of appeal. It is immediate to see that
for q1 = 1/2, the equilibrium entails the incompetent judge randomizing with equal proportion
between the two decisions.
Let us now turn to the case where Pi has a certified lawyer whereas P j has an uncertified
lawyer. As before, we restrict attention to interior equilibria where z i < 1. The behavior of the
competent judge is unchanged, because choosing the correct decision is optimal in the event
where the appeals cost is zero and ensures that no appeal occurs if the appeals cost is high.
I will rule in favor of the certified lawyer with probability z i . Choosing d = i ensures that
an appeal only occurs with probability η, and in this case there is equal chance that the decision
is upheld or reversed. We show in the Appendix that the expected payoff is then


γ (1 − χ )
η
γχ
(1 − η)γ
.
(16)
+
+
μ (i) =
γ + (1 − γ )2z i
2 γ (1 − χ ) + (1 − γ )z i
γ χ + (1 − γ )z i
Pr(C | D = d = i) =

Suppose now that the judge rules against Pi and chooses d = j. In this case an appeal
occurs if A = 0 or if θ = i, and thus with probability η + (1 − η)/2. Appeals act as a signal that
the decision may not be correct and thus that the judge is incompetent. We obtain in this case a
payoff
μ( j) =

1 (1 − η)γ
η
+
2 γ + (1 − γ )z j 2

γχ
γ (1 − χ )
+
η
η
γ (1 − χ ) η+(1−η)χ
+ (1 − γ )z j γ χ 1−(1−η)χ
+ (1 − γ )z j

An interior equilibrium is such that μ(i) = μ( j).
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Despite the uncertainty, the main insights remain valid. Faced with diversely competent
lawyers, I gains from avoiding the decision being challenged by the most informed lawyer,
as this would leak more information about his type. In particular, we show in the Appendix
that Proposition 1 is valid; I favors the certified lawyer more often than C: 1/2 < z 1hl =
z 2hl < 1.
By symmetry, both parties attach the same value to the certified lawyer, and we show in the
Appendix that the value wl of a certified lawyer when the opposite party’s lawyer is not certified
is strictly larger than the value w h of a certified lawyer when the other party’s lawyer is certified.
Hence, the market equilibrium is the same and there is a range of intermediate cases with only
one certified lawyer.
Proposition 8. Suppose χ ≥ 0 and η < 1. When only Pi hires a certified lawyer, a decision bias
in favor of Pi arises, that is, z hl > 1/2. Moreover, wl > w h > 0 and the equilibrium is the same
as in Lemma 2. Proposition 5 holds under the condition




Ā
1−γ
(2z hl − 1) 1 − χ −
.
ν<
γ
λ
Thus, the analysis extends to this more general case.
Remark 3. The setting with uncertain appeals allows us to reemphasize that the decision bias
in cases with only one certified lawyer is due to the combination of reputational concerns of
judges and the transmission via the appeals system of the better information held by the certified
lawyers. As in the benchmark case where there are no appeals, when appeals are free and always
take place, no decision bias arises. With η = 1, the better information of the certified lawyers
would play no role. See the Appendix.


False positives. In what precedes, we have focused on a situation where a certified lawyer can
improve the decision-making process by providing better-quality information. In legal systems,
however, lawyers can also “influence” the decision by altering the signal process in favor of
litigants.To capture this possibility, we now suppose that if Pi hires a certified lawyer, then the
accuracy of the signal depends on the true state with
Pr (si = i | θ = i, h) = 1 > Pr (si = i | θ = j, h) = νh > 0.
Hence, a certified lawyer can generate a false positive. We still assume that the low-quality lawyer
can only produce false negatives:
νl = Pr (si = 0 | θ = i, l) ; Pr (si = i | θ = j, l) = 0.

Then, we have Pr (θ = si | si , h) > 1/2, so that a certified lawyer alone would guide the
decision, but at the same time Pr(si = i) = 1/2 + νh /2 > 1/2, so that the certified lawyer is
more likely to generate a favorable decision than the reverse. Hence, hiring a certified lawyer
even without appeals would raise the chances of winning the case if there were no other
lawyer.
We maintain the assumption that χ = η = 0 and q1 = 1/2. We also preserve the equilibrium
structure where C chooses the decision most likely to be correct whereas I randomizes, by
assuming that νh is not too large.
Consider now the behavior of judges when νh > 0. Notice that the situation with no certified
lawyers is the same as before. In the case of two certified lawyers, a repetition of our earlier
analysis shows that C will continue to take the correct decision conditional on the information
available. A difference is that it may be the case that the information is not conclusive, that
is, s1 = 1 and s2 = 2. In this case, C randomizes with equal weight on both decisions, as
does I .
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Whenever Pi hires a certified lawyer and P j hires an uncertified lawyer, the correct decision
is still to follow the signals when they are consistent,
Pr (θ = i | si = 0) = 0
1
1
> ,
1 + νh νl
2
but when the two signals conflict, C should follow the uncertified lawyer. Indeed,
Pr(θ = i | si = i, s j = 0) =

Pr(θ = i | si = i, s j = j) = 0.
As we can see, the ability to generate favorable information can backfire, in that the
information of a uncertified lawyer dominates in the decision.31
Thus, C chooses to rule in favor of the certified lawyer only if si = i and s j = 0. This occurs
with probability
 1 νh νl

1
> .
Q = Pr si = i, s j = 0 = +
2
2
2
We maintain the assumption that Ā is large enough so that the uncertified lawyer never
appeals and Ā < 1+ν1h νl , which ensures that the certified lawyer appeals d = j when si = i and
s j = 0. The expected payoff of I from choosing d = i is
μ(i) =

Qγ
.
Qγ + (1 − γ )z i

If, instead, he chooses d = j, he will be appealed by the certified lawyer of Pi if and only if
d = i is the correct decision. In this case appeal is uncertain, but the appeals decision reveals that
the judge is incompetent. Hence, the reputation falls to zero following the appeals, irrespective
of the outcome.32 Therefore, his payoff will be
μ( j) =

(1 − Q) γ
.
γ + (1 − γ )z j

As before, the difference between μ(i) and μ( j) is decreasing in z i ; further, it is now increasing
in Q, which suggests that the equilibrium value of z i will be nondecreasing in Q. Given that the
influence effect is to raise the chance of obtaining a favorable decision, in equilibrium we still
have the following.
Proposition 9. Suppose νh > 0 and νl > 0. When only Pi hires a certified lawyer, a decision
bias, in favor of Pi arises, that is, z hl > Q, and is increasing with νh and νl .
When certified lawyers can alter the signal process in favor of litigants, the decision-bias
effect is reinforced because it is more likely that a decision against the certified lawyer triggers
an appeal. Given the bias z, the likelihood of winning a case with a certified lawyer faced with
an uncertified lawyer is




1 + z hl
Q
h
hl
hl
> Q,
= γ Q + (1 − γ )
Q = γ Q + (1 − γ ) z + (1 − z )
1 + νh νl
2
where we account for the fact that the signals (si = 1, s j = 0) are not fully informative about θ,
hence about the outcome of the appeal.
The private value of the certified lawyer is then given by
1
1
− (1 − γ ) Ā
2
4
1
l
h
w = Q − − (1 − γ ) Q(1 − z hl ) Ā.
2

wh = Q h −

31
32

A similar effect was highlighted in Shin (1998).
This is due to our assumption that η = 0.
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Extending the reasoning of the previous sections, we characterize the equilibrium for the
case where the certified lawyer is more likely to win faced with a competent judge.
Proposition 10. Assume νh ≥ 0. Then, wl > max(w h , 0), and the equilibrium is the same as in
Lemma 2 except that if w h ≤ 0, no case has two certified lawyers.
Thus, the analysis of the market equilibrium is similar to above. The only difference is that
it could be the case that only cases with one certified lawyer occur in equilibrium.
Concerning welfare, one difference compared to the base model is that a positive signal of
the certified lawyer does not reveal the state. For a competent judge and knowing the types of
lawyers, the normalized value of the evidence generated is then the expectation of maxk (Pr(θ =
k | s1 , s2 )) conditional on the types of the lawyers. An appeal, on the other hand, reveals the true
state, which raises the value of appeals.33
We show in the Appendix that it is still the case that 2ωhl < ωll + ωhh whenever





Ā
Ā
1−γ
νl + νh − 2νh νl <
(2z hl − 1 − νh ) 1 −
+ (1 − z hl ) + (2Q − 1)
.
γ
λ
λ
Under this condition, the optimal allocation would require that only pairs of certified lawyers be
allocated to the highest-value cases.34
We should point out that the conclusions rely on Q > 1/2. Although it is reasonable to
assume that certified lawyers raise the chance that the proof-taking stage be favorable to the
party, in a more general Bayesian setup (allowing all types of lawyers to generate false positives
and false negatives), discussed in our working paper (Iossa and Jullien, 2010), it is possible that
Q < 1/2.35 Then, new features may arise. In the case where hiring a certified lawyer would be
detrimental because his ability to generate decisive evidence is not sufficient to compensate for
the fact that no news is bad news, a collapse of the market for certified lawyers is possible (this
occurs if wl < 0). It is also conceivable that 0 < wl < w h , in which case a symmetric allocation
with only cases with zero or two certified lawyers emerges (although we could not exhibit such a
situation).

9. Conclusions

We have studied the value of information in the quality of legal services by analyzing how
quality certification affects the incentives of litigants to hire high-quality lawyers, the incentives
of lawyers to invest in training, and the decision-making behavior of judges. In this context, the
presence of a decision bias has adverse effect on the value of information, both for private parties
and for society. We have shown that quality certification is more likely to be beneficial when the
social value of a correct decision is high or when training costs are low or when the appeals cost
is low.
To the extent that the social value of a correct decision is higher in systems based on
precedent, such as the common law system, our results suggest that a QC system is more likely
to be beneficial in a common law system than in a civil law system. This is in line with casual
observation that quality certification in the form of a QC system is prevalent in countries with a
common law tradition rather than in countries with a civil law tradition of codified law.
We have assumed throughout that the lower court comprises only one judge, who may
be more or less competent. It would be interesting to extend the analysis to account for the
33

This contrasts with the previous extension, where appeals generated a noise.
This, however, is related to the fact that there is no appeal by uncertified lawyers. With the possibllity of small
appeals costs, it is possible that 2ωhl > ωll + ωhh .
35
In a Bayesian setting, the inability of a certified lawyer to provide favorable evidence would be interpreted in
disfavor of the party, which may occur more than half the time if evidence is sparse, leading to Q < 1/2. In practice, the
law restricts the extent to which judges can draw negative inference from (certified) lawyers not disclosing compelling
evidence favorable to their case.
34
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possibility that the lower court comprises a panel of judges and then study whether cases with
certified lawyers are better adjudicated by a single judge as opposed to a panel. Two contrasting
effects would play a role here. On the one hand, assigning panels to cases with one certified
lawyer is beneficial because it reduces the incidence of the bias effect. On the other hand, panels
are more valuable when incorrect decisions are a priori more likely, that is, when there are no
certified lawyers on the case.
Finally, it would be interesting to extend the analysis to settings where litigants are
heterogeneous so that, absent certification, some litigants (for instance, large corporations) are
able to observe lawyers’ quality better than others. In this case, a matching effect and a decisionbias effect will still be present to some extent, but a certification system may generate the
additional effect of creating a level playing field among litigants. Whether or not certification will
be efficient may then depend on the probability that the dispute is between asymmetric parties
(say, a corporation and an individual) compared to the probability that disputes arise between
symmetrical parties (say, between two corporations).
Appendix
This Appendix contains the proofs for sections 6, 7, and 8.
Proof of Proposition 3. This follows from the fact that D(w) is decreasing, D(0) = 2 > S > D(wl ) = 0. The equilibrium
salary increases with w h and wl . Then,
wl = q1 q2 (1 − γ q2 ) − (q2 − γ + γ q1 q2 ) q1 Ā
w h ≡ q1 q2 (1 − γ q1 ) − q2 (q1 − γ q2 ) Ā,
which are both decreasing with Ā. Taking the derivative, we have
∂wl
= −q1 q22 + (1 − q1 q2 ) q1 Ā > −q1 q22 + (1 − q1 q2 ) q12 > 0.
∂γ
We also have
∂w h
≡ −q12 q2 + q22 Ā > 0
∂γ

if

q12
< Ā.
q2

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 4. Note that
ωll = (1 − (1 − γ + γ ν) 2q1 q2 ) λ;


ωhh = λ − (1 − γ ) q1 z 2hh + q2 z 1hh Ā;




ωhl = 1 − (1 − γ ) z 1hl q2 λ − (1 − γ ) 1 − z 1hl q1 Ā,
where, using λ > Ā,

and

 


ωhh − ωll = γ ν2q1 q2 λ + (1 − γ ) 2q1 q2 λ − q1 z 2hh + q2 z 1hh Ā
 hh

> (1 − γ ) (q1 − q2 ) z 1 − q1 λ ≥ 0






ωhl − ωll = γ ν2q1 q2 + (1 − γ ) 2q1 q2 − q2 z 1hl − q1 1 − z 1hl λ + (1 − γ ) 1 − z 1hl q1 (λ − Ā)
 hl

> (1 − γ ) (q1 − q2 ) z 1 − q1 λ > 0.

Thus, we find that


 > ωll

V

Vf (V ) dV .

Q.E.D.

0

Proof of Proposition 5. To prove this result, we notice that

 

q1 − q2
2ωhl − ωhh − ωll = γ 2q1 q2 νλ − q1 (λ − Ā) +
Ā ,
2q1 q2
which is negative under condition (14). Now consider two cases with only one certified lawyer and value V1 < V2 . If we
reallocated the certified lawyer from the low-value case to the high-value case, we would have one case with two certified
lawyers. The welfare gain would then be
V2 (ωhh − ωhl ) + V1 (ωll − ωhl ) > V2 (ωhh − ωhl + ωll − ωhl ) > 0.
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Hence, reducing the number of cases with one certified lawyer would be welfare improving.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 6. In the case of no bias, we have


ω̃hh = ωhh + (1 − γ ) q1 z 2hh + q2 z 1hh − 2q1 q2 Ā
= ωhh − (q1 − q2 )2 γ Ā
ω̃

hl

= (1 − (1 − γ ) q1 q2 ) λ − (1 − γ ) (1 − q1 ) q1 Ā
= ωhl + γ q12 (q2 λ − q1 Ā).

For q1 close to 1/2 and ν small, we have ωhh ω̃hh and ωhl − ω̃hl
Moreover, ω̃hl is close to (ωhh + ωll )2, which implies




V̄

ωll VdFV +

˜

0





V̄

ωll VdFV +

m
0

˜
m − 



ωhh − ωll
2

ωhh − ωll
2
ωhh − ωll
2

db

< 0.

V

VdF (V ) ,

0

 

VdF (V ) +



V̄
w
wh



V̄
w
wh

 
S

−γ (λ − Ā)/8, which implies that

VdF (V ) +


V
w
wl

VdF (V ) − S

V
w
wl

VdFV

,

V

VdF (V ) .
0

Because 2 − F( wwh ) − F( wwl ) = S, we have


V

S
0


 w   V

 w   V
(V
)
VdF (V ) = 1 − F
VdF
+
1
−
F
VdF (V ) ,
wh
wl
0
0

but
1
 
1 − F wwk





V

VdF (V ) >

w
wk

V

VdF (V ) ;

k = l, h.

0

We thus have




V̄
w
wh

VdF (V ) +



V
w
wl

V

VdF (V ) − S

VdF (V ) > 0.
0

˜ is positive for ν small and q1 close to 1/2.
Given that ωhh − ωll > 0, m − 

Q.E.D.

Proof of Corollary 3. First notice that when q1 = 1/2, with no information on lawyers, there is a random allocation of
˜ For the
lawyers and no decision bias, that is, I chooses each decision with equal probability. Hence, the welfare is .
case of a uniform distribution between V̄ − 1 and V̄ , we have for an interior solution,36 using 2V̄ − wwh − wwl = S,
w=

w h wl
(2V̄ − S).
w h + wl

The solution is interior if
wl
w
= h
(2V̄ − S),
wh
w + wl
wh
= h
(2V̄ − S) ≥ V̄ − 1,
w + wl

V̄ ≥
w
wl

which occurs for
wl S
w h (1 − S) + wl
,
≥ V̄ .
wl − w h
wl − w h

36

An interior solution is such that V̄ ≥
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and

w
wl

≥ V̄ − 1.
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w S
w
w
At wwl −wS h = V̄ , and S ≤ 1, we obtain w = wwl −w
h , V̄ = w h , and V̄ − S = wl , so that all cases have either 1 or 0 certified
h
˜ at V̄ = wl l S h ,
lawyers. Notice that this requires that S > 1 − wwl for the support to be positive. Evaluating  − 
w −w
 2
 V
 V
(2
− S) S hl
S
˜ = (ωhl − ωll )
−
(ωhh − ωll ) +
(ω̃ − ωll )
VdF (V ) −
VdF (V )
4
2
V̄ −S
V̄ −1
 V
  V
 hh
 hh
γ
ω − ωll
ω − ωll
− (λ − Ā)
S
=
VdF (V ) −
VdF (V )
2
8
2
V̄ −S
V̄ −1

 V
 V
(λ − Ā)
3γ
˜ =
1−
.
VdF (V ) − (1 − γ ) S
VdF (V )
−
2
4
V̄ −S
V̄ −1
l

l

h

This is negative for

1−

3γ
2



1
S





V

VdF (V ) < (1 − γ )

V̄ −S

V
V̄ −1

VdF (V ) ,

which holds for S close to 1 because 1 − 3γ /2 < 1 − γ .
Proof of Proposition 7. Defining V1 =


w
wl
V

and V2 =

Q.E.D.

w
wh

, the equilibrium conditions are
 V
f (V ) dV +
f (V ) dV = S(w − τ );

V1

(A1)

V2

w = wl V1 = w h V2 ,

(A2)

and choosing τ is equivalent to choosing the supply S and consequently the wage. Indeed, we have
τ = w − W (S),
where W (S) defines the level of w solving S(w) = S. Now the welfare writes as
 V1
 V2
 V

=
ωll Vf (V )dV +
ωhl Vf (V )dV +
ωhh Vf (V )dV −
0

V1

V2

W (S)

cS (c)dc.
0

Then, differentiating welfare with respect to S, we obtain
∂
∂ V2
∂ V1
= (ωll − ωhl )V1 f (V1 )
+ (ωhl − ωhh )V2 f (V2 )
− W (S) ,
∂S
∂S
∂S
which equates the gain in judicial decisions net of the cost of additional certified lawyers. Using (A1) and (A2), the
derivatives are
∂ V1
−w h
,
=
∂S
f (V1 )w h + f (V2 )wl
∂ V2
−wl
=
,
∂S
f (V1 ) w h + f (V2 ) wl
we have (we use W (S) = V1 wl = V2 w h )
and substituting back into ∂
∂S

∂ 
f (V1 )w h
f (V2 )wl
=
(ωhl − ωll − wl )V1 +
(ωhh − ωhl − w h )V2 .

h
l
∂ S τ =0
f (V1 )w + f (V2 )w
f (V1 )w h + f (V2 ) wl
Now
ωhl − ωll − wl = q1 q2 ([2γ ν + 1 − γ − γ q1 ] λ − (1 − γ q2 )) ,
which is increasing with λ under condition (1), and
ωhh − ωhl − w h = q1 q2 ((1 − γ q2 )λ − (1 − γ q1 + q2 γ Ā)),
which is also increasing with λ. Thus, the slope is negative for λ < λ̂, where


1 − γ q2
1 − γ q1 + q2 γ Ā
λ̂ < max
,
2γ ν + 1 − γ − γ q1
1 − γ q2
and


λ̂ > min

Then

1 − γ q2
1 − γ q1 + q2 γ Ā
,
2γ ν + 1 − γ − γ q1
1 − γ q2

> 1 > Ā if q1 > ν.
q1 +q2 γ Ā
1−γ q1
> Ā if 1−2γ
> Ā, which holds for q1 < 2/3 as
We also have 1−γ1−γ
q2
q2



1−γ q2
2γ ν+1−γ −γ q1
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1−γ q1
1−2γ q2

.

> 1.

Q.E.D.
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Proof of Proposition 8. The reputation levels are (notice they are unconditional on I )
Pr (C | D = 0, d = i) =

γ
γ + (1 − γ ) 2z i

γ (1 − χ )
γ (1 − χ ) + (1 − γ ) z i
γχ
Pr (C | D =
 d = i) =
.
γ χ + (1 − γ ) z i
Pr (C | D = d = i) =

Using Pr(D = 0) = 1 − η, Pr(D = i) = Pr(D = j) = η/2, the expected payoff is then μ(i).
Suppose now that the judge rules against Pi and chooses d = j. In this case, appeals occur if A = 0 or if θ = i.
Then,
1
(1 − η)
2
1
Pr (D = j | d = j, I ) = η + (1 − η)
2
1
Pr (D = i | d = j, I ) = η + (1 − η)
2
Pr (D = 0 | d = j, I ) =

1
1
χ = (η + (1 − η) χ )
2
2
1
1
(1 − χ ) = (1 − (1 − η) χ ) .
2
2

Reputation levels are
Pr (C | D = 0, d = j) =
Pr (C | D = d = j) =
=
Pr (C | D = d = j) =
=

γ
2
γ
2

γ
2

(1 − η)

(1 − η) + (1 − γ ) z j (1−η)
2

=

γ
γ + (1 − γ ) z j

γ
2

η (1 − χ )


η (1 − χ ) + (1 − γ ) z j η 12 + (1 − η) 12 χ

γ η (1 − χ )
γ η (1 − χ ) + (1 − γ ) z j (η + (1 − η) χ )
γ
2

γ
ηχ

21
ηχ + (1 − γ ) z j η 2 + (1 − η) 12 (1 − χ )

γ ηχ
.
γ ηχ + (1 − γ ) z j (1 − (1 − η) χ )

This gives a payoff μ( j) defined in (17). An interior equilibrium requires that μ(i) = μ( j). Notice that at z i = z j = 1/2,
we have


γ (1 − χ )
γχ
μ (i) = γ (1 − η) + η
+
2γ (1 − χ ) + 1 − γ
2γ χ + 1 − γ
⎛
⎞
(1 − χ )
γ
γ
χ
γ (1 − η)
⎠,




+
+η⎝
μ ( j) =
η
η
1+γ
2γ (1 − χ )
2γ χ
+1−γ
+1−γ
η+(1−η)χ

1−(1−η)χ

which gives
μ (i) − μ ( j)
= γ 2 (1 − η)




1
− 2ηχ (1 − χ )
1+γ

1−χ
(2γ (1 − χ ) + 1 − γ ) (2γ (1 − χ ) η + (1 − γ ) (η + (1 − η) χ ))

χ
+
(2γ χ + 1 − γ ) (2γ χ η + (1 − γ ) (1 − (1 − η) χ ))


1−χ
1
> γ 2 (1 − η)
− 2χ (1 − χ )
(2γ (1 − χ ) + 1 − γ ) (2γ (1 − χ ) + (1 − γ ))
1+γ

χ
+
(2γ χ + 1 − γ ) (2γ χ + (1 − γ ) χ )



2χ (1 − χ )
1
1
1
> γ 2 (1 − η)
−
+
1+γ
1+γ
2γ (1 − χ ) + 1 − γ
2γ χ + 1 − γ


(1
)
4χ
−
χ
1
> γ 2 (1 − η)
−
> 0,
1+γ
1+γ
×
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1−χ
1
1
1
where we use 2γ (1−χ)+1−γ
< 1+γ
and maxχ 2γ (1−χ)+1−γ
+ 2γ χ+1−γ
= 2. Thus, the value μ( j) is smaller than μ(i) at
z i = 1/2, due to η < 1 (with η = 1, we find μ( j) = μ(i) at z i = 1/2). Moreover, μ(i) − μ( j) decreases with z i . Hence,
we conclude that there exists a unique equilibrium value z hl larger than 1/2. For this value to be less than 1, it must be
the case that μ(i) < μ( j) at z i = 1, that is,


γ (1 − χ )
γχ
2γ
(1 − η)
+η
+
< 1.
2−γ
γ (1 − χ ) + 1 − γ
γχ + 1 − γ

This rewrites as
(1 − η)
But


γ

2γ
+ ηγ
2−γ



1 − γ + 2γ χ (1 − χ )
1 − γ + γ 2 χ (1 − χ )

1 − γ + 2γ χ (1 − χ )
1 − γ + γ 2 χ (1 − χ )




< 1.



2γ
∈ γ,
,
2−γ

and hence the condition holds under condition (1). By symmetry, we have z 1hl = z 2hl . Therefore, we drop the index i from
now on. Then we have
u ll = 1/2



1
1
u hl = u ll + (1 − η) (1 − γ ) z hl − + (1 − z hl ) (1 − χ − Ā)
2
2

 hl
z
1
− (1 − z hl ) (χ + Ā)
= u ll + (1 − η) (1 − γ )
2
2
 hl

z
1
u lh = u ll − (1 − η) (1 − γ )
− (1 − z hl ) χ .
2
2
By symmetry again, each party attaches the same value for the certified lawyer,


 
 hl 
1 − z hl
1 − z hl
z
−
χ−
wl = (1 − η) (1 − γ )
Ā
2
2
2


 hl 
1 − z hl
Ā
z
−
χ−
.
w h ≡ (1 − η) (1 − γ )
2
2
4
Due to z hl > 1/2, we find again that wl > w h . Hence, the market equilibrium analysis and Lemma 2 are valid.
Finally, the welfares


 
1
ν
ωll = η (1 − χ ) + (1 − η) γ 1 − ν +
+ (1 − γ )
λ
2
2



1−χ
Ā
1
ωhh = η (1 − χ ) + (1 − η) γ + (1 − γ ) + (1 − γ )
λ − (1 − η) (1 − γ )
2
2
2
1
ν
+ (1 − η) (1 − γ ) ((1 − χ ) λ − Ā) > ωll
2
2




1−χ
1
1
+
λ+
= η (1 − χ ) + (1 − η) γ + (1 − γ ) z hl + (1 − γ ) (1 − z hl )
2
2
2


1 − z hl
− (1 − η) (1 − γ )
Ā
2
= ωll + (1 − η) γ

ωhl

γν
1
λ + (1 − η) (1 − γ ) (1 − z hl ) ((1 − χ ) λ − Ā) > ωll
2
2




= γ λ + (1 − γ ) z 1hl q1 λ + (1 − γ ) 1 − z 1hl λ − (1 − γ ) 1 − z 1hl q1 Ā




= 1 − (1 − γ ) z 1hl q2 λ − (1 − γ ) 1 − z 1hl q1 Ā.

= ωll + (1 − η)
ωhl

Thus, the presence of certified lawyers is valuable (Proposition 4).
Moreover,
2ωhl − ωhh − ωll = (1 − η)
which is negative if ν is small enough, that is,
ν<
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1
νγ
λ + (1 − η) (1 − γ )
− z hl (1 − χ ) λ − Ā ,
2
2




(1 − γ )  hl
Ā
2z − 1 1 − χ −
.
γ
λ
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In this case, Proposition 5 holds.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 9. Evaluated at z i = Q, we have
μ(i) = γ > μ( j) =

(1 − Q) γ
.
γ + (1 − γ ) (1 − Q)

Because μ (i) − μ ( j) decreases with z i , we obtain z hl > Q. Then
hence with νh νl .

∂(μ(i)−μ( j))
∂Q

> 0 implies that z hl increases with Q, and
Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 10. We have wl > w h because z hl > 1/2. Moreover,



1
1
− Ā > 0,
wl = γ Q + (1 − γ ) z hl − + (1 − γ ) Q(1 − z hl )
1 + νh νl
2

1 + z hl
1
1
w h = γ Q − + (1 − γ )
− Ā ,
2
2
4

which may be negative.


Q.E.D.

Welfare. The value ωll is unchanged. For certified lawyers, we find that

1
νh 
ωhh = 1 −
λ − (1 − γ ) (1 − νh ) Ā.
2
2

Finally,




 
z hl
3
− Q + (1 − γ ) 1 −
λ − (1 − γ ) (1 − z hl )Q Ā.
ωhl = γ
2
2
2ωhl − ωhh − ωll =

1
γ
(−2νh νl + νl + νh ) λ + (1 − γ ) (1 − z hl )λ − (1 − γ ) (1 − νh ) λ
2
2


1
hl
+ (1 − γ ) (1 − νh ) − (1 − z )2Q Ā.
2

It is negative if

νl + νh − 2νh νl < 2

1−γ
γ

 
z hl −

1
1
− νh
2
2


1−

Ā
λ


+ (1 − z hl ) (2Q − 1)

Ā
λ


.
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